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About This Content
Cold As Ice is another escape room adventure DLC for Tales of Escape, this time taking place in an old butcher's shop in the
UK. A really sweet old couple used to run this place, but recently they disappeared! You wake up to find yourselves locked
inside the shop with no way out, your only option is to look around for clues to try and open the emergency exit, discovering the
real story behind the disappearance on the way. Can you learn who locked you in here and escape before they come back?!?
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Title: Tales of Escape - Cold As Ice
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
OnSkull Games
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7+
Processor: Intel i3 / AMD FX series or equivalent
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia 210 / AMD equivalent
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 2 GB available space
Additional Notes: For Non-VR players
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Argentinian Amnesia. The game does very little to explain itself, and some of the puzzles, while not overly complex, will have
you back tracking because you failed to spot a particular item, or read a certain note. I'm pretty happy to find that it's light on
jump scares, relying instead on atmosphere and a surprisingly well developed back story to put you on edge. So far this is a solid
7\/10. Really solid indie horror, for those who have some patience.. Things I like:
-art
-music
-goofiness
-limited instructions
-price
Things I don't like:
-microgames :/
Microgames don't do it for me, which is a shame because I like everything else about this game. I much prefer Game Soup's
other game, Infernal Racket.. What a nice little game!
I am very pleasantly surprised at just how much fun this little dungeon romp is!
I like the loot system, I like the combat system, and I like the simplicity of the game play.
This isn't to say that there aren't choices to make. There are tons of choices, each of which have a strong impact on your parties'
success.
Really, really good game for the money...and one that I just cannot recommend highly enough!. Really, really, really unrealistic
arcady console stuff. If your in for that, get your controllers ready. If you like games with a minimum depth stay away.. its okay.
no settings for volume or other changes such as resolution\/ fullscreen. Volume being the big one as I tend to do other things
while playing a clicker game. After this game has been in early access for almost a year now, I expected something more
substantial. The game is more of a tech demo at best, and not a very good one. (see tl;dr below if you don't want to read this
entire thing)
There's no options menu, so everything has to be set via ini files. For people unfamiliar with Unreal Engine games, this will be
all but impossible, as there appears to be no guides anywhere in the WoA forum explaining how to do this. So you're basically
stuck with the default settings, including motion blur, I still don't understand why anyone thinks motion blur looks good in any
game. No control over volume, no way to rebind keys unless, again, you're familiar with UE games and know the console
commands to do new keybinds. This is a massive oversight by the developers, in my opinion one of the first features that should
be included in any public release of a game, EA or otherwise. Players should have easy access to, at the very least, the ability to
rebind keys, change resolution and window mode, and change the game's volume via a menu.
Aside from those obvious issues, there's lots more when you actually get into the game. The default PoV is over the shoulder,
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which makes interacting with anything incredibly difficult because the targetting reticle is a tiny white dot that's often obscured
by the overly bright bloom effect, so you have to wiggle your mouse around until you see the item on the ground highlighted.
You can change your PoV to first person, but then you have to deal with the fact it looks like your arms are coming out of the
side of your head, and they completely obscure your vision if you look down towards items on the ground. Which leads me to
the next fundamental flaw, mouse sensitivity (again, something you are not easily able to change).
The vertical and horizontal mouse sensitivities are either based on screen aspect ratio, or they're independently set at different
speeds, because in order to look up and down you need to move your mouse about twice as far as you do to look the same
distance left or right.
The landscape was dull and uninteresting, with many of the same assets reused over and over, and I realise in my extremely
limited play time, I haven't seen the entire world, but first impressions count for a lot. I would go from burning up to freezing
cold, back to burning up in a matter of seconds just walking a few feet. My thirst stat seemed to drain so rapidly, the 6 bottles of
water I found lying on the ground by my feet when I entered the game would have lasted me about 5 minutes longer then I was
prepared to play this game, and I saw no way of getting water apart from finding bottles of it on the ground. I couldn't drink
from the nearby pool of water.
Now let's talk about combat. It's awful. There's absolutely no feedback for hitting an enemy, or for an enemy hitting you. The
enemies have a health indicator above their heads, in the form of a large number, so when you're close enough you can see that
number go down, but when the enemy attacks you, there's absolutely zero indication of it apart from your health bar in the
bottom left corner going down. There also appears to be no rhyme or reason to who will attack you. The first thing I attacked
just stood there and took it without any reaction at all, then as I approached a second NPC of the same type (and I mean the
exact same type, a human that looked exactly the same as the first one I killed, which by the way looked exactly the same as
me), it started moving towards me and then I died. I didn't see any firing animation from the enemy, didn't get any visual
feedback I was taking damage, I just died. The gunplay is horrible, the default ginfire sound asset are terrible, overall the
combat is just bad, it reminds me a lot of the original Doom, except the original Doom did it better.
tl;dr:
It's clear this is a very early alpha, and has a really long way to go. I can't say I can see great potential in it, because it's so early
in it's development. Way more issues than positives right now.
Pros:
- Honestly, I can't really think of any in it's current state, apart from maybe the Summer Sale price...?
Cons:
- It's not nice to look at.
- Lack of basic features, like an options menu.
- Terrible combat system
I didn't get around to playing with the crafting or base building system, so can't really comment on them.
As it stands, I seriously can't recommend this game unless you're a super diehard fan of survival/building games and want to be
there at the beginning for bragging rights.
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It's interesting to hear the original lines without the beeps. That said... well... the game is just waaayyyy funnier with the
beeping, if you ask me. Hearing the unbeeped swear words gets old really quick.
Been hearing a lot of complaints about the fact that it's a paid DLC (unlike the free updates the game got in the past, like the
arcade). All I can say is: The developers listened to fans on the internet who wanted Ransome without the "censorship" (if you
can even call it that, seeing how the beeps are the real intended joke).
Also, the developers have *always* listened to the fans so far. People complaining about the way the toilet paper hangs? They
put in an option for that. People complaining about the in-jokes? (*sigh* ... some people complain about everything...) They put
in an option for that, too. That alone deserves praise, if you ask me, so I gladly paid to get this bonus for the game.
If you don't want to pay money for it, which is fine, then you're not missing out on much, in my opinion \u2013 because, again,
Thimbleweed Park without the beeps isn't the way it's meant to be anyway.
It's nice to have the option though.. Tamie is best girl. massivly crap for a game - mouse isnt used views are scewed cant look
around its just all around garbage , atleast it was an $8 waste instead of a $40 waste- steam and thier indie games nothing but
crap games designed by jr high lvl guys - they should post on the games that are designed by mentaly disabled peeps - this isnt a
retail game or anythign resembling an actual game on the store page. I had to download a certain software that added another
gaming app for Silverfall to run then the app stops working and so does my game. So I go to redownload and the app is no
longer needed and no i hav e a game that I can't play anymore nor redownload. Yes, i have tried removing it from my library and
my whole computer (even tried it on a diferent computer still nothing).
As for the game it's very slow paced and the style is nto so much my taste but good for a very weak D&D type.. So....I am a big
fan of VR and also RC cars. I race rc cars at a club level at my local track, and do quite well. I have been playing VRC Pro for a
few years too. Maybe I am missing something here, but where is the in game menu? All i can do in the game is drive one truck
around a neighborhood street. Teleportation is god aweful, can only go in one direction, no way of turning around, unless you
physically turn your body in real life. Unless I get a response back on how to do other things in the game other than just the
opening scene I will be refunding this game. I love the idea of VR RC racing, but from what ive seen in this game there is a
LONG way to go. Another huge need would be the support of the vrc pro usb adapter so we can use a real radio. The touch
controllers just dont cut it. I would program the hand movements to match the throttle and steering inputs, and just have the
arms and hands held in a static position infront of you. If you guys can get some good tracks, and REAL rc racing classes with
good physics and support for the USB adapter, this game could be awesome. So basically VRC Pro in VR...only better, because
VRC pro has its own list of problems.
I hope I am not sounding to negative, as i know this is a solo operation. I do really like the idea of VR RC. I hope you focus on
actual rc racing, and not just bashing. I want to have an experience in vr similar to when I go to my local club, and race, weather
its on the outdoor track, or the indoor clay track, or astro track. I hope to see all the major classes, like 1\/8 buggy, truggy, 10th
scale buggy, sct, stadium, 4wd buggy etc.. It is a great game but could you have the person having some sort of ablity on the city
mission, like a super power
By little8411. It's a copy of Boom Beach. And this kind of games should never end up in Steam.
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